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The 189th
Annual General
Meeting advance notice

GOD WILLING

commences at 11.00 a.m. on

Saturday, 19 September 2020
at the Metropolitan Tabernacle, London SE1 6SD
The Business Meeting at 11.00 will include reports and
updates on the Society’s work, including the Armenian
Scriptures project.
After the Business Meeting,

at 2.00 p.m.

The Rev. R. G. Ferguson
member of the General Committee
is expected to preach.
Lunch will be served between the meetings.

All are invited to attend.
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Introduction
from the
Resources Director

T

he current Covid-19 pandemic and
its implications are undoubtedly
challenging for many of our
supporters, their families and their
churches, across the world. Our heartfelt
sympathies go out to those who are
currently suffering or have suffered the
pain and weakness of bodily affliction
(either of themselves or their loved
ones), the great loss of bereavement, the
loss of the privilege of public worship,
the loss of their livelihoods, and long
periods of isolation and loneliness, to
name but a few of the consequences.
But at such a time, surely our greatest
comforts are to be found in God’s Holy
Word, particularly amongst those
‘exceeding great and precious promises’,
as the Apostle Peter describes them
(2 Peter 1.4).

who is ‘an hiding place’ (Isaiah 32.2). Our
great desire is that many precious souls
may find Christ through the pages of His
Word in their hour of deepest need!

T

he opening verses of the wellknown Psalm 42 beautifully set
forth a picture of the thirsty soul
under the type of a hart (deer). How
frequently this illustration reflects the
experience of the Lord’s people, often
hounded by Satan, sin, the world, self
and fear! Spiritually healthy souls will be
fleeing continually—and it is thirsty work
that makes them long for God’s presence.
Isaiah 41.17–19 sets forth His gracious
promise to such; the identical blessing is
expressed in Psalm 1.3, Jeremiah 17.7–8,
Ezekiel 47.12 and Revelation 22.2. What
an abundance of living water, and what
great spiritual blessing and fruitfulness
follows!

The short article below was originally
written some weeks before the severity
of the current worldwide emergency
became apparent, but its sentiments are
perhaps more needful now than ever. The
spiritual needs of the world at large, as
well as those of the Lord’s little remnant
in the earth, are fully met in this most
precious Book that we seek to publish.
How its glorious truths concerning
Christ shine forth even more brightly
against the dark backcloth of God’s just
judgements in a post-fall earth that is
marred by sin and the resulting human
suffering! May we each ‘hear … the rod,
and who hath appointed it’ (Micah 6.9)
and be drawn very close to the dear Man

The source of this abundance is ‘a pure
river of water of life, clear as crystal,
proceeding out of the throne of God
and of the Lamb’ (Revelation 22.1); it is
the same river that ‘shall make glad the
city of God’ (Psalm 46.4). Jesus Himself
spoke of these living waters as being His
own gift, most famously to the woman of
Samaria (John 4) but also on that great
day of the feast when He said ‘if any man
thirst, let him come unto me, and drink’
(John 7.37). In John 10.10 Jesus promises
‘I am come that they might have life, and
that they might have it more abundantly’.
3
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progress the work in a positive way. We
urge our supporters to be very prayerful
for us, seeking that ‘when the enemy
shall come in like a flood, the Spirit of
the LORD shall lift up a standard against
him’ (Isaiah 59.19).

In dispensing these abundant blessings
from Christ it is the Holy Spirit’s principal
method to use the Word of God, either
directly or through the preaching of it;
we read ‘for he shall receive of mine …
he shall take of mine, and shall shew it
unto you’ (John 16.14–15). Christ tells
us to ‘search the scriptures; for in them
ye think ye have eternal life: and they
are they which testify of me’ (John 5.39).
On the road to Emmaus ‘he expounded
unto them in all the scriptures the things
concerning himself ’ (Luke 24.27) and the
hearts of His two faithful followers burnt
within them with love to Him.

However, there are also many encouraging
‘balancings of the clouds’ (Job 37.16).
Particularly, we rejoice at the many
Scripture translations and revisions that
are coming to publication at this time, as
reported by the Editorial Director. The
Lord has been most gracious in granting
continual supplies of strength, grace
and wisdom to our Bible translators
and revisers, all through that same river
which flows down to earth from heaven.

How vital then are these Scriptures; their
value cannot be overestimated! In the
hands of the Holy Spirit the power of this
living Word is immense, bringing Christ
(the Incarnate Word) into the soul—not
just at the first application but many
times throughout the pilgrimage of the
Lord’s people.

In this edition of the Quarterly Record
we are pleased to have a devotional by
one of our Vice-Presidents, Michael
Harley, along with a report by our
Senior Editorial Consultant (Projects)
regarding his trip to Kazakhstan last year.
Our Editorial Director gives a report
on our editorial work and a discussion
of the Members’ Survey results. The
Treasury includes an invitation for
applications for a financial position that
will be coming open in the Society’s
London headquarters and an update
for supporters on the Society’s current
financial situation. We also have another
instalment in our series on ways to
distribute Scriptures in your local area,
along with information on our new black
hardback presentation Bible. And of
course we have letters from those who
have been blessed by the Scriptures the
Lord has provided.

We believe the Trinitarian Bible Society
has been maintained because this
eternal life through Christ must still be
communicated to sinners on this earth
even in this twenty-first century, and
therefore the faithful Word of God must
still be published. One of the stated aims
of the Society is ‘to be instrumental
in bringing light and life, through the
Gospel of Christ, to those who are lost in
sin and in the darkness of false religion
and unbelief ’; we rejoice when we hear
that it is so, even though the majority of
the fruit is wisely hidden from us.
Given the power of this Word it is
unsurprising that Satan hates the work
in which this Society is engaged, and
in recent weeks we have come under
multiple attacks of the Devil and his
agents. Often it is his method to bring
issues that discourage or distract us
and take up our time so that we cannot

As always, we encourage your prayers for
our work, that the Lord will continue to
use us for His purposes. We commend
this issue of the Quarterly Record to your
prayerful interest.
4
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Dick Vermeulen
1928 – 2019

D

ick was born into a Christian family in the Netherlands. However, some
eighteen years later due to some sad circumstances not much Christian
faith was found in that family. So, when Dick was drafted at the age of
eighteen by the Dutch government to fight in the Dutch colony of Indonesia he
went to war without a Christian faith. After two years he wrote to his parents
advising them that he was coming home. However, a week later they received a
letter that he was not actually coming home: he was going to New Zealand and ‘try
that for two years first’.
Dick started farming and things worked out well in New Zealand. Back in the
Netherlands things were not so good. After the war the country was still very poor
and offered few prospects. So his parents and other family decided to join him in
New Zealand. In February 1956 they arrived by boat in Wellington. Providence
had so arranged it that the van Dorp family were able to provide housing in
Gisborne, and Dick visited his family there. That Lord’s Day he attended perhaps
his first Christian service in New Zealand. His cousin Jan van Dorp read a sermon
from the Rev. Robert M’Cheyne. Dick became really concerned but had to return
to his farm on the Monday. He decided to visit Gisborne again after some days to
talk to the father of the late Rev. J. van Dorp, Cees van Dorp. The Lord used this
to work powerfully in Dick. The next day he returned to his farm a very different
man. He burned his worldly books, started keeping the Christian Sabbath, and
held reading services at home.
In 1979 he became an elder in the Free Presbyterian Church of Scotland in
Wellington. He visited once a month and took the services.
On 1 June 1987 an auxiliary of the TBS was set up in New Zealand. Dick
Vermeulen became a member of the founding committee, the chairman being
Mr J. MacPherson.
Upon Dick’s retirement in 1989 he went to the African mission field of the Free
Presbyterian Church of Scotland. For about three years he visited Malawi and
Kenya. Working on the mission field made him realise even more the importance
of having the Scriptures in one’s own language. At the AGM of the New Zealand
auxiliary held on 3 June 1991 he gave an address on the relevance and importance
of having the Scriptures in relation to his missionary work in Kenya and Malawi.
Those who have heard him speak at various occasions will know that he made
frequent reference to his work on the mission field.
At the committee meeting of 19 July 1994 for legal reasons the New Zealand
5
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auxiliary became an incorporated society; from now on the New Zealand
auxiliary would function as a national branch. The motion was moved by Dick
and seconded by Jim Haringa. The committee also began the process of setting
up local auxiliaries. At the same meeting Peter Best gave an address on the Maori
Bible; this is the first time the Maori translation was mentioned in the minutes of
the committee.
At the committee meeting of 24 August 1996 chairman Mr J. Macpherson
announced his wish to retire, and Dick was elected as chairman.
It is not entirely clear when the committee decided to reprint the Maori Bible,
or what its reasons were. Printing of the Maori Bible is first mentioned at the
20 September 1998 meeting, and subsequent meetings tried to resolve exactly
what version. The last version was printed in the nineteenth century, the 1887
version, but this was a significant revision of the very well-received earlier
printings. After several meetings the committee decided to reprint the last version
that was clearly blessed by the Spirit, the 1868 printing. This version had such
a good reception that old copies were very hard to find. It was a custom among
the Maori to be buried with their own old Bible, and originals were impossible
to obtain. The library in Gisborne refused to loan their copy to Dick so we could
scan it, and Dick later recounted that one of the librarians, upon hearing of the
intention of the TBS to reprint this edition, told him that she had such a copy but
he was not going to get it.
But then she didn’t know Dick. This made him truly determined to get this project
to fruition. The public library of Wellington was able to provide a copy. In the
following years, up to 2012, Dick spent a huge amount of time on getting this Bible
printed. He led the efforts to microfilm it, assisted with the digitisation efforts,
and worked with the proofreaders. He even went as far as learning for himself Te
Reo, the Maori language, completing a three year course. He became well-known
among the Maori, and earned the title of elder, kaumatua, and proudly displayed
this with a sticker on his car.
On 10 March 2012 he chaired his last meeting at the TBS. He warned the
Board and audience that the devil was very busy, and therefore we should be
counteracting with much business too.
The Lord took Dick home on 29 August 2019. Dick is survived by one son and
four daughters.

Berend de Boer
Chairman, TBS (New Zealand)
For information on Maori and the Maori Bible please see our Maori website
www.paiperatapu.maori.nz, and our article in Quarterly Record no. 629,
October to December 2019, pages 20–21, available online at tbsbibles.org/qr629.
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N

ow also when
I am old and
grayheaded, O God,
forsake me not
Psalm 71.18

to be a sequel to the ministry of Moses:
‘as I was with Moses, so I will be with thee’
(Joshua 1.5). Never mind that Joshua’s
work was not identical to that of Moses;
it was a continuation of the same type of
work and most surely the same Lord who
led onwards.

by Pastor Michael Harley
A Vice-President of the Society

T

he Saviour promises believing
people—sometimes even from
childhood and those in the prime of
their lives—that He will not forsake them.
Joshua had served Moses for many years,
since his youth. Then came Joshua’s turn
to serve the Lord in his own generation, a
task for which he had been prepared. At
the beginning of Joshua’s public service
God promised him ‘I will not fail thee, nor
forsake thee’ (Joshua 1.5). Moses was a
hard act to follow but the promise was
particularly for the here and now. What a
wonderful initial experience: a reminder
that the Lord’s support would never be
rescinded even in maturity. However
unworthy Joshua might feel, his work was

There is also a succession here that
resurfaces from time to time. Samuel,
while noting ‘I am old and grayheaded’
also declared ‘I have walked before
you from my childhood unto this day’
(1 Samuel 12.2). Neither Joshua nor
Samuel was ever abandoned by the Lord.
David’s turn came to become grayheaded.
He felt his inadequacy to contribute further
to the cause of God and truth and thought
that thereby perhaps he would forfeit in
some measure God’s blessing. David was
growing older and therefore unable to do
7
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the things he once did with comparable
vigour. He reminded God ‘thou art my
hope, O Lord GOD: thou art my trust from
my youth’ and prayed ‘cast me not off in
the time of old age; forsake me not when
my strength faileth’ (Psalm 71.5, 9). He may
also have recalled many sins which, while
forgiven, still haunted his memory.

Formerly he had declared the wondrous
works of the Lord in war. Now the emphasis
seemed to be on the development of
his youthful gift of composing psalms to
declare those wondrous works of the Lord.
As the believer ages he may find the nature
of his work adjusted but no less fruitful—
indeed, it may be more fruitful than in
his youth. Earlier gifts may now have
opportunity to flourish, as the Lord leads.

David continued to feel his limitations.
The thought ran deep, sufficiently deep
enough to warrant a continual pleading
a few verses later (v. 18), ‘now also when
I am old and grayheaded, O God, forsake
me not’. Now, please, O Lord, don’t change
towards me; renew to me, suitable for
my age, the promises I have known since

What David goes on to say in his prayer is
remarkable. He speaks of showing God’s
power to ‘every one that is to come’ (v. 18):
every generation perhaps, or more than
that literally every one. And maybe that
has been and is being accomplished in the
legacy of his psalms. The legacy of old age
in this case was perhaps to prove more
enduring to more of the Lord’s people
down the years than ever in his earlier days.
David’s concern over his increasing age was
a passing phase but one which would drive
him closer to the Saviour. So it should be
with the elderly Christian today. The Lord
is firmly consistent about these matters.
‘And even to your old age I am he; and even
to hoar hairs will I carry you: I have made,
and I will bear; even I will carry, and will
deliver you’ (Isaiah 46.4). While all manmade religions are a burden to mankind
and fail to deliver (vv. 1–2), believers
in the Saviour do not carry their own
burdens or responsibilities in His service;
the Lord carries both the believer and his
responsibilities.

youth and childhood. ‘O God, thou hast
taught me from my youth: and hitherto
have I declared thy wondrous works’ (v. 17).
Teach me again as I grow old!
There was still much to do, and David
pleads for the Lord not to forsake him.
David continues in verse 18 to say that
his task is incomplete ‘until I have shewed
thy strength unto this generation, and thy
power to every one that is to come’. Though
it was the same work and the same Master
there was still work to do: more literary
than military perhaps, and in the Lord’s
kindness adjusted to his years.

Making the Gospel known and living it out
is a work for young and old together. The
same promises graciously provided at the
start to a believer are equally graciously
continued to the end. The support we were
granted in being upheld from our earliest
days is continued by our God, who is from
everlasting to everlasting, to our very end
in this world. We should not give up merely
because we have grown old.

So, under the Lord’s direction David
continues with renewed energy in mind.
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Editorial Director’s
Report
by Jonathan D. Arnold

G

iven the large amount of content in
this edition of the Quarterly Record
I have confined the information
below to items that I
thought essential to
bring to our readers’
attention.

the translation work. In God’s goodness
the final draft text of the New Testament
bee checked and typeset and is now
has been
b
being printed. Lord willing, a thanksg
giving service for the Chichewa New
Testament
T
will take place later this
year
ye in Lilongwe, Malawi. Please pray
for
fo this meeting and the subsequent
distribution
of Scriptures to Chichewa
di
speakers
sp
in Malawi, Zambia and Mozambique.
za

Chichewa
The Society has been
working together with
the Free Grace Evangelistic Association
(FGEA) for the past
five years to produce
a new edition of the
Chichewa New Testament, with primary reference
to
f
t
the Authorised (King James) Version. On
this project TBS is the principal funder of

Online Bible
O
Fol
Following
recent updates to the TBS
Onl
Online Bible (tbsonlinebible.com),
you can now access the edition of the
Biblical Greek New Testament that the
Society publishes. This is further to the
references from the Westminster Bible
tthat were added previously
aand which are accessible to
tthose who aree
rregistered
oon the
website. We
w
h
hope to add
m
more of our
non-English
n
llanguage
SScriptures in
tthe coming
months, Lord
m
willing.
w

Chichewa speakers
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Member Survey
by Jonathan Arnold
Editorial Director

W

hen Nehemiah returned to Jerusalem, the first step he took was to survey the
walls, and when he found them lying waste and burnt he set about the task of
rebuilding (Nehemiah 2.12–18). By God’s grace TBS has been greatly blessed, and
the members’ survey we have recently undertaken has not shown that it is something that
needs rebuilding. Rather we can pursue a programme of sustaining as we build on the
shoulders of those who have gone before, who themselves started on the firm foundation
of the Word of God and with Jesus Christ as the chief cornerstone. As we examine, in our
case, well-built walls we do so recognising ‘hitherto hath the LORD helped us’ (1 Samuel
7.12). Rather than a navel-gazing exercise this survey has helped us to glean the wisdom
of our members, enabling the General Committee in their appointed position as decision
makers to consider all the relevant factors and the current position, views and state of the
TBS membership.
Thus it has been helpful for the Society to conduct our strategic review and members’
survey. May it provoke us to thanksgiving to the Lord for what He has done and move the
Society to continue looking to the Lord as we build, knowing that ‘except the LORD build
the house, they labour in vain that build it’ (Psalm 127.1).

QUESTION 4:
Your country of residence: 437
responses submitted

It was an encouragement to us to see the number
of responses we received to this survey and we are
grateful for those who took the time to complete it.
We are grateful particularly to those who received
the form late and yet still took the time to reply. We
10

United Kingdom
Canada
USA
Australia
Netherlands
Rep. of Ireland
Greece
Malta
New Zealand
Norway
Taiwan

(291 out of 437 = 67%)
(60 out of 437 = 14%)
(46 out of 437 = 11%)
(26 out of 437 = 6%)
(5 out of 437 = 1%)
(4 out of 437 = <1%)
(1 out of 437 = <1%)
(1 out of 437 = <1%)
(1 out of 437 = <1%)
(1 out of 437 = <1%)
(1 out of 437 = <1%)
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had many responses both online and via post, which was most encouraging given the
large number of questions to complete.
We have had feedback from across the world: (See Question 4) UK, Canada, USA, Australia,
the Netherlands, Republic of Ireland, New Zealand, Greece, Malta, Norway and Taiwan. The
responses received from members were overall encouraging, with many commenting that
they were praying for TBS and encouraging us to keep the faith and to continue looking to
God for help and guidance.
The Society are very pleased to report that each of our five main principles—translating,
publishing, distributing, promoting, upholding—continue to be strongly supported by our
members. Your continued support for these key facets of our work is most welcome and we
urge you to bring these areas before the Throne of Grace.
We are thankful that both new and old supporters responded; we appreciate the
contribution made to this survey by those who have known and upheld the work for many
years and for those who have more recently come to support us.

QUESTION 6:
Approximately how long have you been a
supporter of TBS?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Less than two years
2-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
More than 20 years

(34 out of 436 = 8%)
(52 out of 436 = 12%)
(63 out of 436 = 14%)
(99 out of 436 = 23%)
(188 out of 436 = 43%)

Regarding our translation work, it was heartening that such a large number of you
strongly agree that this is one of the reasons for your interest in the Society. This was a joy
to us as we endeavour to continue making available faithful translations of God’s Word in
many languages. We hope in the coming years that some of our larger Bible translation and
revision projects will be completed for wider distribution. The Society will of course seek to
make you more aware of the non-English projects that we are engaged in.

QUESTION 7:
The Society’s Bible translation and revision
work is one of the reasons for my interest
in TBS.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

11

(14 out of 435 = 3%)
(3 out of 435 = <1%)
(7 out of 435 = 2%)
(40 out of 435 = 9%)
(371 out of 435 = 85%)
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QUESTION 9:
I have a good awareness of which nonEnglish Bible translation or revision
projects the Society is engaged in.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(6 out of 435 = 1%)
(17 out of 435 = 4%)
(58 out of 435 = 13%)
(227 out of 435 = 52%)
(127 out of 435 = 29%)

The Society’s publishing and distribution endeavours really go to the core of our aim to
provide the Word of God among all nations. The resolute prayer and financial support of our
members concerning these areas of our work gives us the privilege of sowing the good seed
of the Word across the whole world.

QUESTION 12:
The Society’s work of publishing Scriptures
and Scripture items is one of the reasons for
my interest in TBS.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(2 out of 434 = <1%)
(1 out of 434 = <1%)
(5 out of 434 = 1%)
(22 out of 434 = 5%)
(404 out of 434 = 93%)

QUESTION 18:
The Society’s Scripture distribution work is
one of the reasons for my interest in TBS.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(3 out of 433 = <1%)
(0 out of 433 = nil )
(5 out of 433 = 1%)
(52 out of 433 = 12%)
(373 out of 433 = 86%)

QUESTION 19:
The distribution of the Scriptures in my own
country is important to me.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

12

(3 out of 433 = <1%)
(7 out of 433 = 2%)
(12 out of 433 = 3%)
(76 out of 433 = 18%)
(335 out of 433 = 77%)
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QUESTION 20:
The distribution of the Scriptures in other
countries is important to me.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(2 out of 432 = <1%)
(1 out of 432 = <1%)
(4 out of 432 = <1%)
(45 out of 432 = 10%)
(380 out of 432 = 88%)

The Society recognises the continued veracity of a statement we used years ago, ‘circulating
the Scriptures at home and abroad’. This is clearly your desire, as shown in questions 19 and
20 above, and we trust under God that it is pleasing to the Lord and consistent with Scriptural
principles.
Promoting the Word of God and upholding the true Word of God is of course vital to our
work. These aspects, whilst not as immediately necessary, on closer examination supply the
secure foundation for our Scripture translation and distribution work.

QUESTION 25:
The Society’s work of promoting only
accurate and faithful Bible translations is
one of the reasons for my interest in TBS.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(2 out of 429 = <1%)
(2 out of 429 = <1%)
(2 out of 429 = <1%)
(13 out of 429 = 3%)
(410 out of 429 = 96%)

QUESTION 33:
The Society’s work of upholding the
Protestant doctrines of the Holy
Scriptures and the Holy Trinity is one of
the reasons for my interest in TBS.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(1 out of 429 = <1%)
(1 out of 429 = <1%)
(6 out of 429 = 1%)
(34 out of 429 = 8%)
(387 out of 429 = 90%)

The Society heeds the desire for us to do more to uphold our position on the Greek
Received and Hebrew Masoretic Texts. (See Question 34, page 14)
13
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QUESTION 34:
The Society should seek to do more
to uphold its position on the Hebrew
Masoretic and Greek Received Texts and its
translation principles.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(0 out of 429 = nil)
(10 out of 429 = 2%)
(95 out of 429 = 22%)
(100 out of 429 = 23%)
(224 out of 429 = 52%)

We received overwhelming support from our members for our unwavering commitment
to publish the English Authorised (King James) Version: we are thankful for this
testimony to the desire of our members to have this very faithful translation of God’s Word
published and circulated.

QUESTION 26:
I wholly support the Society’s firmlyheld and unwavering constitutional
commitment to the English Authorised
(King James) Version.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(3 out of 429 = <1%)
(7 out of 429 = 2%)
(6 out of 429 = 1%)
(34 out of 429 = 8%)
(379 out of 429 = 88%)

In our work we seek to achieve the right balance of activities across the five core areas that
were mentioned earlier. We are thankful that the current balance of these activities broadly
received your support. We would ask for your continued prayers that discernment would
be given from the Lord in this matter.

QUESTION 51:
The current balance between the
Society’s core activities appears to be
appropriate.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree
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(0 out of 429 = nil)
(10 out of 429 = 2%)
(74 out of 429 = 17%)
(109 out of 429 = 25%)
(236 out of 429 = 55%)
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QUESTION 52:
I would like a higher proportion of the
Society’s resources to be allocated to the
activity/activities below:
(Tick one or two boxes only or leave blank if you are content
with the current balance. Note that increasing funding for one
activity will mean decreasing funding for other activities.)

A. Translating the Word of God
(42 out of 106 = 40%)
B. Distributing the Word of God
(66 out of 106 = 62%)
C. Promoting and Upholding the Word of God
(47 out of 106 = 44%)

The Society, Lord willing, is moving toward
the completion of several Bible translation
and revision projects that are the result of
many years of labour, and we hope that this
will help in achieving the right balance between translation and distribution.

The Society is very humbled by the thankfulness expressed for the Quarterly Record and the
knowledge that the information in it is both interesting and informative.

QUESTION 57:
The Quarterly Record magazine is
interesting and informative.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(1 out of 427 = <1%)
(0 out of 427 = nil)
(15 out of 427 = 4%)
(81 out of 427 = 19%)
(330 out of 427 = 77%)

The Society will seek to maintain the Quarterly Record as an interesting and informative
resource. To this end we hope to continue presenting items for your encouragement, for
your earnest prayer and indeed for your support. We trust also that recent developments,
such as the email newsletters which supply regular updates for those who can access them,
will help to keep our members informed. Please be sure to sign up through the TBS website
(www.tbsbibles.org) if you wish to receive these emails.

QUESTION 59:
I subscribe to the TBS Supporter News
email and read it regularly.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree
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(132 out of 427 = 31%)
(11 out of 427 = 3%)
(151 out of 427 = 35%)
(52 out of 427 = 12%)
(81 out of 427 = 19%)
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QUESTION 66:
The Society does enough to engage
children and young people in its work.
A. Strongly disagree
B. Somewhat disagree
C. Don’t know/ No comment
D. Somewhat agree
E. Strongly agree

(9 out of 426 = 2%)
(51 out of 426 = 12%)
(167 out of 426 = 39%)
(127 out of 426 = 30%)
(72 out of 426 = 17%)

The feedback we received regarding our work among young people is also helpful.

QUESTION 67:
TBS should consider establishing a Young
Persons’ Association to which children and
young people can belong.
A. Strongly disagree
(16 out of 426 = 4%)
B. Somewhat disagree
(26 out of 426 = 6%)
C. Don’t know/ No comment (142 out of 426 = 33%)
D. Somewhat agree
(133 out of 426 = 31%)
E. Strongly agree
(109 out of 426 = 26%)

The Society hopes that the new insert now available with the Quarterly Record and online
at www.tbsbibles.org/page/youngsupporter is a first step to providing more information
for our younger supporters.
Members of the Society are able to access the full results (excluding the comments) of
this survey online by going to www.tbsbibles.org/MembershipConsultation_Results and
logging in.
The Society is also very grateful for the comments that we received from a number of
our supporters offering views and advice. The General Committee have considered
these comments along with the entire survey to form part of their consideration of the
wider work of the Society. These are also being used as part of the strategic review as we
continue to seek the best ways of fulfilling our mandate and serving our supporters.
The Society wishes to thank the Lord for sustaining the work over so many years. It is our
prayerful desire that we may continue to firmly uphold the same position on the Word of
God as we have since 1831. May the Lord go before us and prepare the way for the new
translations, give us grace to stand on the faithful translation we have in the Authorised
Version, and grant strength for each person involved in this work to stand against those
who would seek to downgrade the Word of God.
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Flag of Kazakhstan

KAZAKHSTAN
VISIT TO KAZAKHSTAN IN MAY 2019
by Philip Hopkins, Senior Editorial Consultant (Projects)
[Ed. It should be noted that the names of
some individuals and organisations have been
changed or made generic to protect the work
of Bible translation, storage and distribution in
Kazakhstan and beyond.]

Kazakhstan: A brief overview of
its geography and politics

K

azakhstan is the ninth largest
country in the world, with an area
of 2,724,900km2 (1,052,090 square
miles). To give some idea of its sheer size,
Kazakhstan has a land area just over eleven
times greater than the United Kingdom
(UK)! However, the total population is only
about 18.5 million, which is about 3.5 times
less than the UK. The population density in
Kazakhstan is therefore much lower than

that of the UK. But this is not the whole
picture since a significant proportion of
the population live in several major cities,
meaning that much of the countryside is
very sparsely populated.
Kazakhstan was part of the former Soviet
Union. It gained its independence in
1991 when the Soviet Union collapsed.
One figure has towered over the country
since it became independent: Nursultan
Nazarbayev, a Kazakh politician currently
serving as the Chairman of the Security
Council of Kazakhstan. Previously
Nazarbayev served as the first president of
Kazakhstan, holding office from April 1990
until his resignation in March 2019. He thus
ruled Kazakhstan for nearly three decades.
(Some would argue that from behind the
scenes Nazarbayev still rules the country!
17
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Today he holds the title ‘Leader of the
Nation’.) The current president is KassymJomart Tokayev.

minority in the country. In 1991 when
the Soviet Union collapsed, 31% of the
population of Kazakhstan were ethnic
Russians. Today, following emigration and a
decline in relative birth rate, the proportion
dec
of eethnic Russians has fallen to some 23.7%
the population. The ethnic majority of
of th
the country are Kazakhs at 63.1%.

Nursultan Nazarbayev

Ka
Kazakhstan:
A brief overview
of the state of Christianity
Christianity in Kazakhstan is the second
Ch

During his presidency Nazarbayev
maintained a close relationship with Russia
and particularly with its leader of the past
twenty years, Vladimir Putin. In part this
was because Russians were a significant

most practiced religion after Islam. There
are 4,214,232 Christians in Kazakhstan
(according to the 2009 census).1 The
majority of Christian citizens are Russians,
Ukrainians and Belarusians who belong to
18
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the Orthodox Church in Kazakhstan under
the Moscow Patriarchate. About 1.5% of
the population are ethnically German, most
of whom follow the Catholic Church or
Lutheranism. Various other denominations
have also registered churches with the
government.2 However, the number of
genuine Bible-believing Christians is small
and less than 0.1% of the population
according to the director of a local Bible
institute.
It became apparent during my visit to
Kazakhstan that there is considerable
pressure on Christians.
p
Generally there isn’t outright
G
persecution, except by
p
the families and friends
th
oof Muslim converts to
Christianity. However, there
C
aare restrictions on what
individual Christians and
in
cchurches can do. They cannot
carry out street evangelism,
ca
public tract distribution or
p
door-to-door work. Churches
d
may only distribute Bibles
m
within their church premises
w
aand are not permitted to
distribute them further
d
aafield, not even in the street
ooutside their building. Several
individuals and churches havee
in
fallen
constitutionall
fa
allen foul of the co
regulations
have been
re
egulations which h
deliberately
del
fframed in
broad terms
b
to allow
the widest
th
possible
po
interpretation
inte
in oorder to
restrict Bible
restr
distribution
distri
Christian
and C
evangelism.
evang

Traditional Kazakh
dress

The usual penalty for infringing these
laws is for a fine to be levied; so far no
prison sentences have been imposed on
‘offenders’.

Why visit Kazakhstan?
The first obvious link in the chain that
led to my visit to Kazakhstan was when
Niko Derksen, Director of Missionswerk
Voice of Hope, visited the country for
the first time in 2013. During that visit to
Kazakhstan Niko asked the local Christians
‘what is your greatest need?’ They replied,
‘We have no Bibles, therefore our greatest
need is Bibles!’
Niko made this situation a matter of prayer
p y
because he knew

Russian Bibles

of no way to get the required
large quantities of Bibles into Kazakhstan.
However, in 2014 the answer to that
conundrum began to fall into place. A man
whom Niko knew well, whom we shall call
Peter, was able to put him in touch with a
man we shall name John, who is in charge
of an organisation that is able to import
Bibles and to distribute them. In the five
years following that successful contact with
John in 2014, a total of 30,000 TBS Russian
Bibles were imported into Kazakhstan:
15,000 copies provided directly by TBS as
grants and the other 15,000 copies granted
19
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Almaty with the backdrop of the Zailiyiskiy Alatau Mountains

Although my work for the Society over
the past ten years has been in the Editorial
Department, I have maintained a keen
interest in the former Soviet Union most
of my life and jumped at the opportunity
to visit Kazakhstan on behalf of our
Operations Department to check that these
Russian Bibles were being stored properly
and more importantly being distributed
free of charge. It was therefore with
considerable anticipation that I flew to the
city of Almaty in May 2019 to see first-hand
how the Russian Bibles were being stored
and distributed.

the airport I was struckk
wby the beautiful snowcovered mountains
that flank Almaty
on two sides. These
mountains are part off
the Zailiyskiy Alatau
range which stretchess
for 360km (220 miles)
on the border
between Kazakhstan
and Kyrgyzstan. The
Up in the mountains
highest point is the
peak Talgar at 4,973 to
5,017m (16,316 to 16,460 feet). Almaty is
located on the northern foothills of these
mountains.

Almaty, the former capital, is home to about
1.6 million people. I arrived on a flight
from Istanbul at 4.45 a.m. local time. There
was a long queue for passport control in
spartan surroundings, which brought back
memories of earlier visits to other countries
of the former Soviet Union. On arriving at

At the airport in Almaty I was met by three
members of Missionswerk Voice of Hope,
together with John and two of his staff
members. As we drove through from the
airport to the hotel, we were told that there
are now twelve thousand surveillance
cameras throughout Almaty. These cameras

by our sister society in the Netherlands,
Gereformeerde Bijbelstichting (GBS).
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had evidently produced a considerable
enhancement in how people drove,
particularly improving lane discipline.
I reflected that it would be even more
desirable for people to remember that the
all-seeing eye of God is upon them ALL of
the time and that this truth ought to have a
far greater restraining effect upon evil than
mere cameras. Alas, how few fear God more
than man.

First day: Almaty
We were warmly welcomed to Almaty by
our hosts and after lunch were taken to the
premises at which the remaining Russian
Bibles are securely held in a dry and clean
environment. The Russian Christian man
acting as caretaker and warehouseman
said that, in his twenty-five years’ service for
the organisation, we were the first foreign
visitors to the storage area!
These premises are also home to the
country’s only Christian bookstore. It was
as
gratifying to see TBS Russian Bibles
on display in the three different sizes
(small, medium and large). Whilst there
we were told about an elderly Russian
lady who had recently come to the
bookshop with 500 Kazakhstani Tenge
(equalling a little more than £1) which
she had saved up in order to buy a Bible.
e.
However, the Bibles for sale were being
sold from five to ten times the amount
she had saved. John gave her one of thee
TBS Russian Bibles free of charge. She
went away with tears in her eyes and a
Bible in her hand.
According to the constitution of
Kazakhstan, Bibles may only be given out
either by churches within their premises or
by individuals to other individuals in their
homes. The organisation in Kazakhstan
holding the copies of the TBS Russian Bible
works with forty volunteers who take these

Bibles into cities, towns and villages and
provide them to anyone who requests
them. In addition, copies of the Russian
Bible are being distributed by churches,
Christian institutions of various kinds
and various individuals. Free distribution
is supported by the Christian culture in
Kazakhstan, which tends to take Bibles
free of charge rather than to pay for them.
Larger quantities of Russian Bibles are
usually given out through churches. One
church initiative is the ‘one Bible for a family
per month’ through which church members
aim to give a Bible to one neighbouring
family each month.
After further discussions the car we were
using was loaded up with Bibles. These
copies were for onward distribution in a
village some twenty miles from the city of
Almaty that we were to visit the next day.

Second day: visit to two
distribution ‘outlets’

Bibles ready for distribution

In the week prior to our visit, three hundred
Russian Bibles had been given away at a
family conference held at a large church
in Almaty which we visited early on the
second morning. The conference had been
attended by Russian-speaking families from
21

all five of the Central Asian Stan countries:
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. From
several sources we learnt that Kazakhstan
is a strategic Christian hub for all five Stan
countries. Also, in the prior week, in what
was a new and encouraging development,
two hundred Bibles had been taken by a
local Russian Orthodox church in Almaty for
its congregants!

In the morning we drove about thirty miles
outside of Almaty to the edge of the Asian
Steppe to visit a Kazakh family, who hold a
house church in their home. This was a very
humble place with just two main rooms.
After a meal with this family who were
relatively new converts to Christianity, we
were then driven a further thirty miles to
another Kazakh house church. The second
home was much

From the large church in Almaty we
were driven on increasingly poor roads
to a mixed Russian-Kazakh village. There
we helped unload the Bibles that had
been placed in our vehicle the previous
evening. Distribution from these
premises has been used by the Lord
in the conversion of some very needy
people. Across Kazakhstan a number
of other such institutions involved in
the same work were also distributing
TBS Russian Bibles. At this venue we
were thrilled to hear several personal
testimonies as to how the Lord had used
His Word in their conversion experience.
Later that day we returned to Almaty much
encouraged to see how the Lord is working
among some very needy people.

Russian-speaking
R
uss n-speaking
ki church
h h th
thatt h
hosted
t d
conference

less basic and more modern, although the
road leading to it left much to be desired.
Here again we were warmly welcomed and
given another meal. This time the house
church pastor was more mature in the faith.
At both homes the man of the house gave
a lengthy testimony as to the work of grace
in their hearts and among their families,
including some remarkable answers to
prayer concerning various family situations.

Third day: focus on the Kazakh
church
Since the main purpose of the visit was
to verify that the TBS Russian Bibles
were being distributed and stored in an
acceptable manner, most of the time was
spent in discussions and visits to churches
and organisations associated with the
Russian-speaking church. However, on
the third day the focus was mainly on
the ethnic Kazakh church. (Kazakh is a
distinct language with an expanded Cyrillic
alphabet of forty-two letters: thirty-three
from the Russian alphabet with nine
additional letters for sounds specific to the
Kazakh language.)

In terms of evangelism,
ethnic Kazakh
Christians
tend to start
with personal
testimony
to family
members,
TBS Russian Bible
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referred to as ‘the spiritual son of God’
rather than as ‘the Son of God’, which is a
direct sop to the Muslim religion.

Kazakh hymnal

explaining why they are not going to the
mosque any longer and how becoming
a Christian has changed them. They then
invite family members into their homes to
hear something about the Lord Jesus Christ
and the Gospel, building up this teaching
little by little on each successive occasion.
It was apparent that the Lord is at work
among the Kazakh people in a small but
significant way. However, there is a genuine
concern that these Kazakh house churches
are not well established doctrinally. The
Christians are often first generation and
therefore young in the faith. The first house
church pastor we visited had only been a
Christian for three years. One disadvantage
they have is that the present widely-used
Kazakh Bible has not been well translated.
For example, the Lord Jesus Christ is

Recognising the need for a better Kazakh
Bible, two organisations in the country are
working together to prepare a new edition
directly from Biblical Hebrew and Greek
with reference to other Bible versions.
The work is not being carried out to TBS
standards, but there is hope that it will be
a relatively conservative translation and
not bow down to the Muslim religion in its
theological terminology.
We were gratified to hear testimony from
Peter, who advised that TBS Russian Bibles
were also being distributed in Kazakh
churches where they are being received
appreciatively. Some 90% of Kazakh
speakers in the country have Russian as a
second language. As the present Kazakh
Bible has significant problems Kazakh
Christians with discernment of these things
are turning to the Russian Bible.

Fourth day: in and around
Almaty
On the morning of our fourth (and
effectively final) day we paid a visit to a

Modern Almaty
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local Bible institute. Students come to
this training college from many different
countries of the former Soviet Union and
from some Eastern European countries.
Instruction is primarily in Russian and thus
it has been very helpful for the institute
to have TBS Russian Bibles to give to the
students; before these copies became
available they had no Bibles for their
students. The director was enthusiastic
about the provision made through the
Society. He also mentioned that a church
met in the largest of the institute’s rooms.
Usually churches tend to be either Russian
or Kazakh, but unusually this one was
attended
by both
att
ethnic
Russian and
et
Kazakh
people and
Ka
growing.
We left
g
encouraged
that TBS
e
Russian
Bibles are
R
being
used to train
b
up
u a new generation
of Russian-speaking
believers and for the
worship of God.

On our way back down into the city of
Almaty, where we later had fellowship in
the homes of two local Christian families,
we called in for a short while to the
splendid presidential park: a gift from
Nursultan Nazarbayev, the first president
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, to his
people! We too had come to Kazakhstan in
connection with a gift to the people: ‘the
word of God, which liveth and abideth for
ever’ (1 Peter 1.23)—a far greater and more
enduring gift, ‘able to make … wise unto
salvation through faith which is in Christ
Jesus’ (2 Timothy 3.15).

Wider aspects to the visit –
the central Asian church
What became clear during the visit is
that Kazakhstan is a strategic hub for
Christian work. This is particularly so
for the surrounding Stan countries and
for other countries of the former Soviet
Union. However, Kazakhstan is also a key
launch pad for Christian endeavour into
very challenging central Asian countries
that neighbour some of the other Stan
countries.

For lunch we
ascended into
Lunch
the mountains
on the southern edge of Almaty. Lunch
at 2,000m (6,562 feet), almost at the
snowline, was a rare treat. It was wonderful
to eat wholesome local cuisine with
good Christian company and to look on
admiringly at the snow-covered peaks
towering another 2,000m (6,562 feet)
above us. Whilst at the lunch venue we
saw men clothed in traditional Kazakh
furs. Such traditions are fast disappearing;
behind these men was a large sign
advertising Samsung phones, betraying the
reality that Kazakhstan is a modern country
with growing wealth derived from its oil
industry and other natural resources; yet a
country that is very much in need of God’s
Word and the Spirit’s work.

One of the tremendous joys of this visit
was to meet Peter and his family. This
courageous family had lived as covert
missionaries in a very dangerous country
for seven years. Peter began his work there
by setting up a company that enabled him
to conduct business in the country and thus
to visit. At the call of God he then moved
with his entire family into the country.
Initially he was unable to understand any
of the local languages. His first convert was
from a tribal group speaking Dari. Peter
instructed this man by pointing to a verse
in his Russian Bible and getting him to look
at the same verse in his Dari Bible. After two
months of instruction, the Dari-speaking
man asked for baptism. Peter called on the
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help of a Tajik Christian to interview the
man for baptism; the Tajik man was amazed
to find how well instructed the new convert
was. This first convert has since been
ordained as a minister of the Gospel.
On the last evening of our visit to
Kazakhstan it was a great blessing to
be shown two short videos concerning
missionary work in another Asian country.
One part of the video showed about forty
Christians sharing a meal together—before
this I wouldn’t have said that there were
even forty Christians in the whole of that
country! In 2014, Peter and his family had
twenty-four hours to flee this same country
when a fellow missionary and his family
were killed. However, Peter continues
to make return journeys amidst very
dangerous circumstances to support and
instruct the growing number of Christians
who reside there.

Conclusion
The evidence of dependent and
independent witnesses shows that TBS
Russian Bibles are being distributed across
Kazakhstan in various ways through the
auspices of partner organisations, local
churches, other Christian organisations and
individuals. Importantly, these Bibles are
finding their way into the hands of people
who are reading them and who greatly
appreciate the provision of these Scriptures.

At the conclusion of our final meal in the
country, I thanked everyone present for
their warm hospitality and their kindness
and efforts in providing me with an
informative and encouraging visit to
Kazakhstan. In response, John, Peter and
other local Christians warmly and sincerely
thanked TBS, GBS and Voice of Hope for
providing the Russian Bibles.
God is at work in Kazakhstan and TBS
Bibles are helping forward the Lord’s work.
I was greatly blessed by my time there,
being encouraged by the distribution of
our Russian Bibles within the country and
thrilled to see and hear of the Gospel going
forth from there into some very challenging
countries of Central Asia.
‘Now unto him that is able to do exceeding
abundantly above all that we ask or think,
according to the power that worketh in us,
unto him be glory in the church by Christ
Jesus throughout all ages, world without
end. Amen.’ (Ephesians 3.20–21)

Endnotes:
1. ‘Results of the 2009 National Population Census of
the Republic of Kazakhstan’, The Agency on Statistics
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, www.liportal.de/
fileadmin/user_upload/oeffentlich/Kasachstan/40_
gesellschaft/Kaz2009_Analytical_report.pdf, accessed
25 February 2020.
2. ‘Kazakhstan’, U. S. Department of State Archive,
2001-2009.state.gov/g/drl/rls/irf/2008/108501.htm,
accessed 25 February 2020.

Yurts on the Asian steppe
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PRODUCT NEWS
NEW PRESENTATION
BIBLE

T

he Society is pleased to announce the arrival
of our new Authorised (King James) Version
presentation Bible. Joining our white edition,
the Royal Ruby Text Bible now comes in an attractive
black hardback edition with gilt page edgings. It has a
presentation page and two black marker ribbons.
The white presentation Bible has been popular for
many years for a variety of occasions, including weddings
and presentations to children. This black presentation
Bible would also be suitable for a wide number of uses
and makes an inexpensive but beautiful gift.
Product Code: 31/ABKP
Compact Bible without references in
ISBN: 978-1-86228-493-7
a traditional and practical layout
Page size: 137 x 94mm (5.4" x 3.7")
Thickness: 22mm (0.9")

Bible Contents
 Gift presentation page
 The Epistle Dedicatory
 Bible word list
 Daily Bible reading plan
 Twelve pages of line drawings
Bible Features
 Print size: 6.4 points
 Black text throughout
 Sewn binding
 Bible paper
 Decorative head and tail bands
Prices

UK £10.00 AUS $19.70
CAN $NA NZ $19.00
USA $12.00

Product Code: 31/AWHP
ISBN: 978-1-86228-307-7
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Trinitarian Bible Society

2020–2021 Catalogue

T

he Society is pleased to announce
the publication of our Sales
Catalogue for 2020 and 2021. The
catalogue provides information on all our
current publications, including full colour
images. It also has page sizes of most
items and a chart of the print sizes for both
our English and non-English Bibles. With
each item is its price in the currencies of
our branches. At the back are a brief look
at how our Bibles are made and a glossary
of terms used in the catalogue.
The new catalogue will be sent free of
charge to all those who have elected to
receive materials from us. If you do not
receive a copy and would like one, please
contact your local TBS office (contact
details at the back of this Quarterly Record).
The catalogue in PDF is also available
on our website at www.tbsbibles.org/
resource/resmgr/store/
Sales-Catalogue.pdf.

Sales Catalogue 2020–2021

Each TBS office will introduce the new
prices when they begin to distribute the
catalogues to their customers. If you have
any questions about prices or any other
aspect of the new sales catalogue, please
contact your local TBS office.
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Distributing
Bibles in Open-Air
Markets:
The Bible Stall

T

his is the fourth article in our occasional series in which ideas for circulating
the Holy Scriptures are discussed. The first article, ‘How to offer free Bibles
on your website’, can be found in Quarterly Record 622. The second article,
‘How to Offer Free Bibles on Your High Street’, can be found in QR625. The
third article, ‘Free and Subsidised Bible Distribution in Open-Air Markets’, can
be found in QR629. This article, written by a longstanding supporter and customer
of the Society, explains another approach to using a Bible stall in an open-air
market to distribute the Scriptures.

I

have concentrated on high immigrant
areas, for which we now stock the
Bible in more than 60 languages. We
had weekly stalls in Southall, West
London, from 2000 to 2019 and in
Watford (March to October only) from
1999 to 2013. In High Wycombe, our
local town, we’ve continued to have
stalls since 2002. We have taken our
English language stock to the annual
Widecombe Fair in the middle of
Dartmoor in Devon since 2000, and
from 2006 to 2015 we also took it on
the following day to Barnstaple Pannier
Market on the north coast of Devon.

n the morning sow thy seed,
and in the evening withhold not
thine hand: for thou knowest not
whether shall prosper, either this or
that, or whether they both shall be
alike good.
Ecclesiastes 11.6

Small Beginnings
My wife and I have been running Bible
stalls in open-air markets since 1999,
when we made a very small start in
two local market towns. Since 2000 we
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Stock
Besides Bibles—from vinyl-covered
hardback to good-quality leatherbound Bibles in text and reference
formats—the stock includes
evangelistic tracts and
booklets, a few commentaries
on the Bible and books
of the Bible (but with an
emphasis on Bible study
aids), concordances, Bible
dictionaries, and Scriptures
in Hebrew and Greek and
helps to use them. Some
doctrinal books and booklets,
biographies and church
histories have also featured
from the beginning. Scripture
publications in large print are
very popular, and Scriptures
on audio CD, wall and pocket
calendars in many languages and
bookmarks add to the range. Most
material is sourced from publishers and
distributors in the UK, supplemented,
mainly for Southall, by imports of
Indian-language Scriptures from India.

Aims and
Practicalities
Our aims are to take the Gospel of Jesus
Christ to people where they are and
to provide encouragement and sound
teaching for Christians. The stalls are
non-denominational and non-profit
making, and we use the name ‘The
Bible Stall’ with no mention of any
affiliation. In general, we limit free
distribution to TBS articles and a few
tracts to people who are not customers.
Specially made felt-lined wooden

boxes provide protection for the
storage, transport and display of the
items. Manning the stall requires two
at most, but having a few helpers lined
up to provide cover is essential. Most
market superintendents welcome the

stall and have almost always given us
good pitches. We go out in all weathers
except snow as experience has shown
that this leads to the books being water
damaged.

Experiences
We intend the Scriptures and literature
to carry their own message but have
also had many fruitful conversations
over the years. We have a tract called
‘How the lost sheep was found’. Several
times people have read the title and
said, ‘That’s me!’ before buying it. On
one occasion a lady in Watford spent
a long time perusing the display
and bought publications entitled A
Scriptural Testimony to the Deity of
Christ and The Atoning Death of the Son
of God. After she had gone a regular
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few booklets before visiting a friend or
residential home; others buy Scriptures
and evangelistic literature to take
on holiday or send abroad to family
or friends. A local customer has sent
hundreds of Bibles in English and other
languages to prisoners in Africa and
Asia for many years.
Another ministry that has grown out
of the market stall work is a Bible
study group. We have had weekly
conversational Bible studies, up to
2010 in Southall and since then at our
home in High Wycombe. These are held
on Monday evenings and are mainly
for friends from the market stalls. For
health reasons a married couple from

customer, standing by, said that this
lady was a Jehovah’s Witness so her
choice had been perfect. At Southall
Market a rough-looking man asked
for an evangelistic tract to give to the
murderer of his ex-wife because he had
forgiven him. One learns never to judge
by appearances.
At Watford Market a man spent about
10 to 15 minutes looking at the display
and at the end said, ‘What a treasure’.
He was a Coptic Orthodox surgeon
who said he always prayed before
he gave an epidural injection and
had never had one fail. Sometimes
apparently innocent questions from
someone seeking to know more about
Christianity lead to a series of attacks
against the Gospel. In one such case
when a man was shouting at us, nearby
stall holders—a Hindu and a Muslim—
told him to go away and asked us why
we did not shout back at him.

our Monday Bible study group ran
the stall in Southall for us every other
week for several years. On the alternate
weeks a Sri Lankan brother unloaded
and loaded the car for me. We were
very grateful for all this help.

Impact

The text on our business card is: ‘thou
hast known the holy scriptures, which
are able to make thee wise unto
salvation through faith which is in

It is encouraging to know how many
are doing something for the Lord. Many
buy tracts to distribute in the streets or
for door-to-door visiting; some buy a
30
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Christ Jesus’ (2 Timothy 3.15). We pray
that through this work the Lord would
be pleased to make wise unto salvation

those whom He so wills amongst the
shoppers at the open-air markets.

Next Steps

If you are interested in pursuing the idea of setting up a
Bible stall in your local market, consider working through
these steps.

Commit the idea to the Lord in prayer.

Consider whether this would be a church work or an
individual exercise.

If a church work, share this article with the leader(s) of your
church, chapel or assembly.

Understand the legal regulations, such as obtaining a
market stall licence and insurance.

Understand the initial and recurring costs which would be
incurred.


Establish who would take responsibility for the work,
ensuring they understand the commitment involved.


Make the necessary applications, registrations and
payments.

 Agree which items to stock, and purchase them.

 Commence the work in dependence upon the Lord.

 Provide regular reports to the church, if applicable, so that
the members can pray for the work.
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decades earlier: the invention of
the printing press by Johannes
Gutenberg. The first Bible to be
printed was the Latin Bible in
1455.

Luther and the
Reformation
Although Martin Luther was not
the first to dispute the heretical
doctrines of the Roman Catholic
church, the nailing of his ninetyfive theses to the church door
in Wittenberg really initiated
the Reformation and the rise
of Protestantism that followed. Luther’s
convictions were the result of his having
studied the Bible in Latin and thus being
equipped to see, through the Holy Spirit,
the errors of the Roman church. Being a
Latin scholar Luther had read and studied
the Scriptures for himself but he realised
that the common people of his country
could not do likewise. Therefore he had a
burden to bring the Word of God to them in
their own language, German.

Introduction

W

hen considering Germany and
Christianity, one cannot help
but think of the Reformation.
This was the event that brought about
the translation of Bibles into vernacular
languages, through the work of gifted
and Spirit-taught men. However, another
equally significant event for Christianity
had taken place in the same country just
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Using
with another organisation.
Erasmus’s
However, in 2010 it was
Greek text
drawn to our attention that
Luther
the doctrine of Hell had
translated
been weakened in this new
the New Testament while in
edition. In 2013 we were
detention, and published it
able to obtain sole rights to
in 1522. The whole Bible was
the 1912/1998 Luther Bible
REFORMATION
published in 1534. Luther
and made a small number
revised and corrected all of
of corrections to improve
A. Stoutjesdyk
the editions published in
accuracy on this point,
his lifetime, leaving each
bringing the edition more into
one slightly different, and
conformity with our principles.
better, than its predecessors.
It is this latest edition of the
These revisions continued
Society’s German Bible, the
after Luther’s death, often
corrected 1912/1998, that
more extensive than before,
we continue to publish and
and a twentieth century
circulate.
edition of the Luther Bible is
he  /,1"91+1
T
significantly different to his
For more information on the
original. Some people believe
d of God
Reformation, please see our
Returning to the Wor
that only editions revised
articles:
by Luther himself should be
called the Luther Bible, whereas
The Bible and the
others accept the 1912 revision
Protestant Reformation:
sanctioned by the German
tbsbibles.org/bible-and-protestantEvangelical Churches Conference as the
reformation
definitive edition.
The Protestant Reformation: Returning
In 1998 TBS published the 1912 Luther
to the Word of God:
German Bible with a revised New
tbsbibles.org/pdf_information/562-1.pdf
Testament, copyright being held jointly

THE BIBLE
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The
Treasury
From David J. Broome
Resources Director

A

t such a time as this, with a virus
widespread throughout the earth,
man’s pursuit of money
(1 Timothy 6.10) is seen as true
folly even more than usual, truly as
vanity (Ecclesiastes 5.10). And yet an
organisation such as the Trinitarian Bible
Society does need money in order to
remain operational. We realise that many
of our members and supporters will be
facing their own hardships, but we ask
you to continue to prayerfully consider
the Society’s financial needs over the
coming months, as humanly speaking we
expect challenging times ahead as a result
of the Covid-19 pandemic. In recent
weeks the Lord has encouraged us in this
respect, with some unexpected legacies
received and pledged.
The provisional financial result for 2019
was a worldwide surplus of £73,000, for
which we are very thankful, although when
net investment gains (which have recently
been more than cancelled out by market
collapses connected with Covid-19) have
been stripped out, it becomes a deficit of
£213,000 (UK deficit £301,000). The 2019
UK General Fund deficit of £295,000 was
funded out of the sale proceeds of our
former investment property John Wycliffe
House.
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Our supporters might quite rightly say that
it is an unsustainable financial strategy for
the long-term to rely on one-off income to
fund the annual budget. We are working
hard, under God, as part of our Strategic
Review to develop a financial strategy
that balances the need for sound financial
prudence with our deep desire not to
constrain the work any more than absolutely
necessary. To this end, when it approved the
2020 budget in November 2019 the General
Committee also agreed the first draft of a
Financial Plan for the period 2021–2025
which would see the Society’s budget
balanced by 2024 without dependence on
legacy income. This Financial Plan will
continue to be reviewed as the Society’s
Strategic Review is brought to a conclusion
over the coming months and will be
finalised with the 2021 budget this autumn,
if the Lord will. We hope to be in a position
to communicate further regarding this later
this year, although clearly the implications
of Covid-19 could make the timescales and
the financial planning more challenging.
We cast ourselves afresh upon our heavenly
Benefactor for all the Society’s provision at
this challenging time.
We are very thankful to report good
progress in the search for a new financial
system for the Society worldwide, with
the preferred bidder now selected and
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the decision approved by the General
Committee. This system should greatly
increase the efficiency of our financial
processes and facilitate the development of
management information about activities
and projects in a way that has not been
possible before; this will be particularly
useful when working with funding
partners. By the time you read this article,
we should have a signed a contract and
have started the implementation, God
willing, at which point we shall be free to
name the system and the supplier. We seek
your continued prayers for the success of
this important project.
We would also ask for prayer concerning
a staffing matter in the Resources
Department. We are very grateful to
the Lord for maintaining our Finance &
Supporter Manager through many years
of service with the Society. However, he is
now looking towards retirement, if the Lord
will. This is a key position on the Society’s
staff and the work is significant and
complex, so we are keen to put a suitable
succession plan in place soon, God willing.
This would give time for the successful
candidate to learn the role, to be involved
in implementing and developing our
new financial system early on (including
supporting our international branches) and
to create much needed technical capacity
in the Resources Department during this
interim period.
To this end an advertisement is enclosed
with this Quarterly Record for a Trainee
Finance Officer and we trust that the Lord
will constrain the person of His choice to
apply for this important role. Ideally we are
looking for someone who is keen to pursue
the Association of Accounting Technician
(AAT) qualification or even a full
accountancy qualification, who could study
alongside their on-the-job training with a
view to taking over as Finance Manager.
We are willing to pay study costs and give

study leave at reasonable levels, subject to
a sensible retention agreement. This might
ideally suit a young person starting their
career, or perhaps someone seeking a career
change. However we would not discourage
applications from those who already
have the necessary experience and/or
qualifications, provided salary expectations
are realistic. If anyone feels that the Lord
is laying a burden upon them to serve in
this capacity in TBS London, we would be
delighted to hear from you.
Whilst on the subject of staffing in the
Resources Department, we would like to
recognise the contribution of our Facilities
Manager, Mr Ian Docksey, who recently
completed a remarkable forty years’ service
with the Society.
Finally, we promised that we would let
our supporters know from time-to-time
of projects for which we would appreciate
donations:
Pokot (for Kenya) Gospel according
to John – this is now ready to print. We
estimate that 5,000 copies will be printed
initially, at a cost of £4,500. However, please
note that ultimately the demand for these
Gospels may be much higher.
Dan/Gio (for Liberia) New Testament –
we expect this publication to be ready to
print later this year. We estimate that we
need around £13,000 to print and distribute
5,000 copies.
We seek that the Lord would indeed
continue to be with those who so faithfully
uphold the Society and its personnel in
prayer (Psalm 54.4); your prayers for the
work are invaluable. We also remain deeply
thankful to all our members, supporters
and friends for all their practical and
financial partnership with us in this work,
and we gratefully acknowledge receipt of
anonymous gifts totalling £5,615.80 for the
period September to December 2019.
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The Word of God
Among All Nations
Although certain phrases and expressions used in these
letters may not be doctrinally accurate or in correct English,
nglish,
we reproduce the letters essentially as received, knowing
g that
the Lord is using His Word to the glory of His Name andd th
the
furtherance of His Kingdom as the Scriptures are distributed
among the nations of the world.

EEurope

according to John funded by our
church in Cornwall. My team and I
handed out all 200 John’s Gospels
the other week! We especially homed
in on nuns when we saw them.
Because they are more traditional they
would appreciate the Almeida (AV
equivalent) all the more. Amazingly
most of them have read little if any of
the Bible for themselves before! I have
also previously read a book about 10
nuns coming to Christ. Their stories are
similar, that for 20, 30 even 50 years in
their convents they had never heard
the Gospel before! Few had even
read any of the Bible, and there was
certainly no one to help explain it to
them. They were also brainwashed to
fear evangelicals as heretics involved
in protestant sects. And interestingly,
in many of their testimonies, God
used the faithful witness of a pastor’s
wife to break light and truth into
their darkness and ignorance. I
fear that those we encounter are
similarly institutionalised and spiritual
captives; only God by the power of

From England
F
II’m keen for my 7 and 5 year
old
d daughters to do the memory
ver
verses.
r
Can you please advise how
we
e go about this? When I was little,
the
there
e was a paper booklet with the
ver
verses
r on but I can’t find this on the
we
website.
e
[Ed.: we’ve asked her to look
at p
page 3 of Quarterly Record no. 629
(tb
(tbsbibles.org/qr629)
b
or contact our
Gra
Grants
a Department (grants@tbsbibles.
org
org)
g or her nearest branch regarding
our
ou Children’s Scripture Learning
Programme—the
Pro
o
newly-formated
booklets
bo
o
for this are due shortly.]
Just
Juss one other thing, I really like the
addition
add
of the Young Supporter in this
Quarterly
Qu
u
Record, a very good idea.

From Portugal
F
Please find below some
P
distribution
diss
news regarding a recent
order
ord
d of 200 Portuguese Gospels
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His Gospel can set them free and truly
separate them for His own glory. May
the John’s Gospels we distributed be
used that to that end. May God use
the John’s Gospel for their salvation
and for His glory!

From Gereformeerde
F
B
Bijbelstichting regarding
d
distribution in Mozambique
We ordered Arabic Bibles and New
Testaments and Armenian Bibles
and New Testaments with Psalms
Distributing Portuguese Scriptures

IIndia
From Bangalore
F
Praise the Lord. We are thankful
P
for the ’Golden Thoughts Calendar’
which we received from you. We are
issuing the calendars to the poor
people, church believers, school
parents. So we are getting a good
feedback that the given verses are
very much helpful in our daily life and
effective for memorising. We trust
and read every day which gives us the
inspiration to pray.

Africa
A
From Malawi
F
I want
w
to thank you for the gift
of Bibles. I distributed them to the
students of the vocational training
centre. The students are happy for the
gift of Bibles. I encourage them to read
them daily. Some of them have never
had a Bible. It is wonderful for them to
receive Bibles. We thank you for your
love. God bless you. Remember us in
your prayers.

From Kenya
and Proverbs. The numbers are
our expectations, because we
can only carefully estimate what
is needed for these Bibles, which
is still very uncertain. We will also
need Portuguese Bibles and New
Testaments for our ministry.

Thank you very much for your
work on getting the Bibles over here.
They are such a massive addition and
blessing to our church and community
at large. We have faith, and are trusting
to Trinitarian Bible Society for their
continued support. Our hope is that
37
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pastors so we could go to each school
to speak about God’s Word. So please I
do request for more Bibles. Please the
64 is like a drop in the ocean.
If it’s possible for me to attend one of
your conferences and talk about the
needs of the Bible in Kenya it would be
very great because the needs are great
and people cannot afford to buy. They
are very poor and especially in this
time of drought.

Southeast
S
Asia

Pastors at the Kenya conference

From the Philippines
F
many unbelievers will be changed
through these Bibles. We praise God
for what He has done and is now doing
in our church and many churches. We
are encouraging others and sharing
this blessing of God’s love, so that
together we may grow more into the
likeness of our Master Jesus Christ.
Remember us! May God remember
you all in Jesus’s name. Amen.

From Kenya
We are very grateful because of the
grant of the Bible—spiritual food to
Kenya. I received 64 Bibles in very good
condition and in a very short period—
one month. I have been planning what
to do with my other pastors because
we have 10 secondary schools which
we must give to. The youths in Kenya
don’t know what’s the Bible. Also they
are the ones with drugs, etc. The devil is
very active here. There is another group
outside the church. When I received
the Bibles we formed a group of
38

Greetings in Christ’s matchless
G
name! Thank you very much
for the Bibles you sent us. I received
them in very good condition. My eyes
are filled with tears as I am writing
this down, tears of joy knowing that
God really cares. He has been using
TBS which is truly a blessing to us. As
always we prayerfully distributed these
Bibles free of charge. The post office
collects money every time I receive the
parcels from you. This morning when
the parcels arrived I had to pay a lot
of money. I didn’t have the money so
I borrowed just so I could claim those
parcels. Yes, it is hard for us who don’t
have enough for food and medicines.
I don’t mind that I would have to
borrow money, knowing that there is
eternal gain through these sacrifices.
Thank you so much for being our
partners. We are getting old but we
still find joy serving the Lord and we
will serve Him until He takes us home
to be with Him in heaven. Please pray
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for us. We are financially incapable to
help in the printing of Scriptures. God
bless TBS and all who are involved in
the printing and distribution of the
Holy Scriptures.

The Americas
T
From Mexico
F
T picture was sent by a
This
missionary who works with
m
the communities of the Chiquitania
region in the Santa Cruz province. The
community of La Embocada was the
site of the first women’s retreat, with
the theme ‘Women Knowing the Bible’,
where 2020 Words of Life calendars
were given to the attendees.

Spanish Golden Thoughts Calendars in Mexico

From the USA
F
JJust a note to let you know
the Westminster Reference Bible
has been my ‘go to’ Bible from day
one. From format to materials to

craftsmanship I am more than
pleased. I am making plans to
purchase several more copies to
stock up for the rest of my life, and
what a legacy to leave to my children.

From an American missionary to
the Jews
We’ve been entrusted with over
4,000 complete Hebrew Bibles for
reaching Orthodox Jews and Israelis
in North America. Many Hebrew New
Covenants [Testaments], Scripture
booklets, and Hebrew Braille New
Covenants are waiting to be sown
in Jewish hearts in North America
and Israel. I’ve learned in the past of
Israelis living in San Diego, California.
I had not given much thought to
them until earlier this year when I
was thinking of the many Hebrew
Bibles that we have to reach Israelis.
I asked a pastor friend if he would
pray about my going also to these
Israelis in California with Hebrew
Bibles. He and his wife keep me in
their prayers and encouraged me to
go with the Lord’s Word in Hebrew
to more Jewish people in cities
throughout America (as I have done
along the east coast). This couple and
their small congregation will cover
the cost of gasoline for me to drive
over 6,000 miles with His Word to
major cities from Ohio to California
and back where Jewish people live
and are unreached with the Gospel
of His Son, then east to bless unsaved
Israelis, rabbis, Persian and Russian
Jews and other dear Jewish people
with His Word. Friends at TBS have
graciously provided Farsi Gospels
according to John for the Persian
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Spanish Scriptures in Venezuela

seen in and upon me, that Jews would
desire Immanuel.

Jew
w living in West Los Angeles, and
Jews
maa Hebrew Bibles for reaching
many
Orthodox
Or
t
Jews as well as unsaved
Israelis
Isra
a
in North America and in Israel.
As I’ve gone to older Jews who are
close
clo
o to dying and eternity to offer
the
e the New Testament, some have
them
sadly
sad
d refused His Word. Pray older
Jews
Jew
w will not refuse this kindness
of tthe Lord being shown to them.
America
Am
m
has the second largest
Jew
w population in the world.
Jewish

From Venezuela
TThank you very much for
the copies of the Spanish Gospel
according to John and the 2020
calendars! It is a miracle that these
materials have arrived, via Colombia
since it is impossible to ship directly
to Venezuela. We thank God for
having provided for the printing
of these Gospels and calendars
in Medellin, and for the efforts of
yourself and the pastor in doing the
work required so that they arrived
here in Caracas. Next week I will
begin to distribute these materials
to our contacts in the entire country.
May God continue to bless His Word
in Venezuela, so that the spiritual
hunger that is manifest in so many
places of our country may be
filled by God and His Word, for the
salvation of sinners and the edifying
of His church. I attach a picture of us
handing out calendars and Gospels
in Caracas.

Eac
c day I need the Lord to guide my
Each
steps
ste
e and thoughts, as I go to many
types
typ
p of Jewish people with His Word.
Jew
w are very lost. Pray for my need of
Jews
Go
o grace, protection from evil men,
God’s
Hiss wisdom, discernment and strength
to do
d His will, good health, the
Lord’s
Lor favour with each person I’ll be
approaching
with His Word, good fruit
app
by the Holy Spirit prospering His Word,
to be at the right place at the right
time,
tim
m for the supply of the Spirit of
Jesus
Jess Christ and continual fellowship
with
witt Jesus, knowing the Lord as my
suffi
fficiency, that Immanuel would be
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